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Mid-Century and Modern Art and Interiors

1: Vintage Lena Liu Signed, Numbered and Framed Herons and Flowers Print USD 100 - 250

A beautiful print by Lena Liu (Taiwan, 1951) depicting herons and flowers in a light blue and pink tone colors. The print is signed and
numbered as well as finely presented in custom gold frame with glass top and mattingDIMENSIONS: 32.5ÊºW Ã— 1.25ÊºD Ã—
36.25ÊºHAbout the artist:Lena Liu is an artist of unparalleled popularity in today's collectibles market - art lovers around the world
enjoy the universal yet personal character of her paintings. Beautiful birds, tranquil landscapes, and breathtaking floral and musical
still lifes are among her collectors' favorites.Lena had her first painting lessons as a child in Taiwan under the guidance of renowned
painters Professors Sun Chia-Chin and Huang Chun-Pi. She came to the United States in 1972 to study architecture at the State
University of Buffalo, and later did graduate work at the School of Architecture at U.C.L.A. However, her true passion for painting
never left her, and in 1977 she began to paint full-time.Today, avid collectors of her work enjoy it across various media, including
limited-edition prints, porcelain collector's plates, ornaments, figurines, music boxes, sculptures, cards, tapestries, bookmarks and
calendars. Lena has achieved recognition at national shows and exhibits. She was honored by the Collector's Information Bureau
(CIB) as Best Plate Artist of the Year and as Collector's Choice Artist of the Year. She was also honored by National Association of
Limited Edition Dealers (NALED) as Artist of the Year. She was named the Canadian Artist of the Year at the Canadian Collectible of
the Year Awards. She was also an inaugural inductee into the prestigious Bradford Exchange Plate Artist Hall of Fame. Source :
Lena Liu official website.

2: Monumental Oil on Canvas Contemporary Abstract Framed Painting Signed Rossen USD 400 - 800

Monumental Oil on Canvas Abstract Framed Painting Signed RossenThis beautiful abstract oil on canvas painting features pastel
colors that are soothing and relaxing. The painting is framed in a chrome custom frame. The painting would add a modern and
stylish touch to any space.DIMENSIONS: 60.5ÊºW Ã— 2ÊºD Ã— 72.5ÊºH

3: Landscape Oil on Board Painting Signed O.Erickson USD 100 - 200

A landscape oil on board painting of a farm scene signed by O.Erickson possibly after Oscar Erickson (American 1883-1968). The
painting is presented in its original wooden hand craved frame and is signed in the bottom.DIMENSIONS: 24.25ÊºW Ã— 0.75ÊºD
Ã— 20.25ÊºH

4: Landscape Oil on Canvas Painting Signed by Artist USD 75 - 150

A landscape oil on canvas painting signed Antonio and featuring a serene scene of a lake with mountains view. the painting is
framed.DIMENSIONS: 17.25 W Ã— 1.25 D Ã— 14 H

5: Amado Maurilio Pena Music at Angel Fire Print USD 150 - 250

A large print by Amado Maurilio Pena ( American, 1943) titled " Music at Angel Fire ". The print is finely matted and framed.About the
artist :Amado PeÃ±a is recognized as an Artisan of the Pascua Yaqui Tribe of Arizona. This is a particularly high honor and one that
he cherishes. He is dedicated to furthering the publicâ€™s knowledge and interest in the Tribe, its art, its history, and its culture.His
art celebrates the strength of a people who meet the harsh realities of life in an uncompromising land and his work is a tribute to the
Native Americans who survive by living in harmony with an adversarial, untamed environment. His artwork is inspired by places such
as Canyon de Chelly, Spider Rock, Monument Valley, Enchanted Mesa, Acoma, and Black Mesa. These sites are part of an
enduring landscape that speaks of the ancient heritage of a region that is now known as Arizona and New Mexico.Amadoâ€™s
artwork is defined by its bold color and form and dynamic composition.

6: Artini Engraving of Mother and Child Signed Chapin USD 50 - 75

A Wall art Artini engraving of a motherland child signed Chapin with certification attached to the back. The engraving is nicely framed
in an custom carved wooden frame.DIMENSIONS: 9.5W x 1D x 16.5H
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7: "Under the Bridge" Limited Print, Signed and Numbered by Artist USD 400 - 800

"Under the Bridge" Limited Print, Signed and Numbered by Artist John D Herz. John has a strong passion of capturing unique
moments of homeless people in the city of New York in a form of art by drawing the people who represent the raw and humanitarian
side of the apple city.About the artist : John D Herz is a native New Yorker who is living in Long Island.

8: Landscape Oil on Canvas Framed Painting Signed Artist Bowen USD 50 - 100

An oil on canvas landscape painting featuring a peaceful scene of a river in the middle of the wood. The painting is made in green
color tone. The art work is finely framed in custom handmade wooden frame painted in dark green and gilt color. This painting is
simply elegant and will decorate the wall of any room design or style. Signed Bowen.

9: Vintage Large Asian Poster Framed and Matted in a Gilt Frame USD 250 - 500

A large Vintage Asian poster wonderfully framed and matted. This highly decorative print has been spectacularly matted and framed
as it is certain to draw mass attention to any wall setting.Note: the painting is under glass, therefore the pictures could look a bit
blurry. The painting is in mint condition

10: Vintage Royal English Coat of Arms Print, a Pair USD 500 - 600

A fine pair of Royal English coat of arms prints. One print is titled " Crest of Honor" and the second one is titled "Crest of Courage".
The prints are rendered in an Vintaged fashion and finely matted and framed in mahogany wood custom frames.

11: Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers Photography Print, Framed USD 50 - 100

A black and white photograph print of Tom Petty and the heartbreakers also featured on their album New York shuffle , taken in
Roslyn 1977.

12: Aretha Franklin and Bob Marley Photography Prints by Brian O'Conner, a Set of 2 USD 100 - 150

A pair of print photography by Brian O'Conner o two music legends , one of Aretha Franklin the other one Bob Marley. in Black and
white colors, both prints are presented in a black frame.

13: Framed Hand Painted Asian Japanese Bonsai Tree Wood Panels, Set of 3 USD 2,000 - 3,000

Large Framed set of three Asian Japanese or Chinoiserie hand painted panels featuring fine details of a large Bonsai Japanese tree.
each panel displays a different angle of the scene. The first panel shows a man, a woman and a dog enjoying a relaxing monger by
the tree. The other two panels depicts a group of man maneuvering a chariot.Each panel is made in green tone and earthy colors
and framed in a fine custom made frame.
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15: M. Rondelli Oil on Canvas Framed and Signed Painting USD 50 - 100

An impressionistic 1970's oil on canvas painting Signed M. Rondelli depicting a city street scene . Nicely framed in a carved gilt
custom frame. The painting comes with a certificate of authenticity attached to the back and signed by the artist.

16: Horizontal Geometrical Collage Lithograph on Paper Framed, Signed and Numbered USD 300 - 400

An artistic geometrical collage art work lithograph on paper in brown and beige earthy tones featuring round, wavy and square
designs. The collage art work is signed by artist and numbered as well as finely framed in n Vintaged gold custom wooden frame and
matted.

17: K. Bernath Outdoor Snow Scene Oil on Canvas Painting USD 50 - 100

A landscape snowy scene by K.Bernath. The day snowy scene depicts a house / cabin in the middle of the snowy woods with a blue
sky. The painting is framed.

18: Leroy Neiman Print "Arnold in the Rain" Golf Hammer Graphics Framed and Signed USD 200 - 300

A Leroy Neiman print titled "Arnold in the rain" and signed by the artist. The art work is matted and framed.

19: Oil on Canvas Still Life Flowers Painting Signed K.Stone USD 200 - 300

A lovely oil on canvas life style painting presenting a flower arrangement in a pink tone. The piece of art is signed by the artist
K.Stone and is finely framed in a mahogany cherry color wood frame.

20: Contemporary Collage Painting Matted and Custom Framed USD 300 - 500

A large contemporary collage painting featuring earthy tone colors with yellow as a dominant tone. Each geometrical motif patch
contrast with the rest of the pieces to create a vibrant and dynamic art work. The collage is finely matted and framed in a wooden
high quality frame. The art work is unsigned.

21: An Abstract Landscape Water Color Painting Signed and Framed, a Compatible Pair USD 300 - 500

An artistic and colorful compatible pair of water color abstract landscape paintings featuring trees on a colorful background
presenting the convergence of the sky and the earth. The art work is finely matted and framed in a black frame with gilt decor and is
signed by the artist.
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22: Signed Water Color Contemporary Painting Titled in a Mahogany and Ebony Frame USD 400 - 600

A stunning water color signed Hipgrio titled "A little out of the way" in a beautiful mahogany and ebony frame. The large water color
painting features a lovely mustard background and brown trees. A beautiful and artistic addition to any type of living environment.

23: Claude Bonnefond Art Nouveau Woman Candlestick or Statue, a Pair USD 700 - 1,500

An early 20th century spectacular pair of bronze plated figure of a sinewy and nature loving maiden holding three arm candelabras
with flower design by Claude Bonnefond (or Jean - called Bonnefond 1796-1860 a French painter, lithographer and sculptor noted
for his portrayals of peasant life). Each statue is signed by the artist who worked during the Art Nouveau period and was heavily
influenced by the Italian art movement.

24: Gobelin French Style Custom Gilt Framed Tapestry USD 100 - 300

A beautiful large Gobelin French style tapestry in a custom gilt frame. The scene depicts mane and women in a picnic. This art piece
is in a great condition. The frame is nicely carved in giltwood. This piece of art was created, circa 1980s.

25: Famous American Musicians Photography Print, a Pair USD 100 - 150

A pair of photography print in black and white of one of the most recognized and accomplished American artists , Stevie Wonder and
Janis Joplin. Both photography prints are framed in black.

26: 1900's, Oil on Board Impressionstic Landscape Painting Signed Paul Kujal USD 200 - 400

An oil on board landscape painting by artist Paul Kujal Austria (1894 - 1965). The painting depicts a serene scene of a cottage home
in what it looks like a European village in the mountain area during the spring. Green trees , plants and blooming flowers are the
main focus of this work of art. The painting is signed by the artist and is framed.About the artist :Born 1894 in Vienna, Austria, Paul
Kujal studied with professor Rudolf von Weyr and improved well as an artist from his studying trips to Switzerland, Italy and France.
His works of art have been exhibited in Vienna in the "Glaspalast", "Segantinibund" and "Sezession"; his works became popular in
the United States and are now held in many private collections. ( source: google)

27: Italian Renaissance Style Nymph and Cherubs Bras Wall Decor Plaque, a Set of 4 USD 200 - 400

An early 20th century Italian Renaissance style wall decorative plaques, set of 4. The hexagonal shaped plaques has each a fine
brass acanthus design on top and Botton and brass sculpted nymphs and cherubs on a red velvet background. The plaques are
presented in a carved wooden frame in a light pink color with a glass top protecting the brass sculpted figures.

28: Landscape Print Signed Holder and Numbered USD 50 - 100

A landscape print of a cottage house in a farm signed Holder and numbered 108. The print is finely matted and framed.
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29: Landscape Lake and Castle Print Signed by Artist and Framed USD 100 - 150

A decorative and quality landscape of a lake scene surrounding a castle fortress with mountains in the background. The print is finely
framed in a custom black frame and matted with gold lines. The print is signed by the artist.

30: Busy City River Port Scene Oil on Panel in a Custom Wooden Frame USD 150 - 200

An elegant and classic oil on panel landscape painting in a carved wooden frame. The painting features a scene depicting a busy
river port with a low city skyline with a pale blue sky. A center piece on your living room wall or foyer.

31: Man and Woman Figurative Water Color Paintings, a Group of 3 USD 150 - 200

A Group of Three Picasso Style figurative watercolor paintings depicting a Man and a Woman with an erotic flair. The paintings are
framed and signed.

32: Barbara Mock Still Life Flowers and Bird Cage Print USD 150 - 300

A large Barbara Mock still life flowers and birdcage print matted and nicely framed in a custom carved gilt frame.About the artist
:American impressionist Barbara Mock (America, 1950's) , is well known for her florals and still lives, peaceful scenics, charming
cottages, ivy-framed birdhouses, whimsical gardening-angels, delicate tea pots and tea cups and colorful dried flower wreaths. Her
unique style of oil painting is structured with a strong sense of design and embellished with brush strokes varying from thin to bold.
Barbara creates delicate lace patterns and strong substantive blends of subdued color in subtle contrast with an inner strength and
romantic flavor so perfect for traditional decor.

33: Contemporary Abstract Mixed-Media Painting by Cheryl & Steven Ward, Framed USD 400 - 500

This nature inspired modern horizontal wall art piece is made of reeds that are glued into a wood frame that is hidden by the mat in
the final framing. Created by Cheryl & Steven Ward, this modern piece will add color and a nature touch to any wall space.

34: Large Vintage Heraldic Shield With Crown Print USD 200 - 300

A large vintage heraldic shield with crown print showing intricate details. The print is matted and framed in a custom gilt wood frame.

35: City of Rome Scenery Print Framed and Signed, a Compatible Pair USD 100 - 150

A pair of beautiful prints signed by artist A.Bermadon. One print entitled " Roma - Santa Trinita Dei Monti " presents an
impressionistic street scenery of people walking up the Spanish steps of Rome in a summer lovely day. The second print entitled "
Roma - Piazza Navona" depicts the amazing architecture of the historical Navona piazza. Both pieces feature colorful details and are
framed in a dark wooden custom frame.
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36: A Mid Century Modern Style Wooden Coffee Table USD 400 - 600

A Mid Century Modern style coffee table featuring an oval shaped top and an exquisite hexagonal motifs. the table is made of birch
wood and is light and easy to move around. The handmade mid century modern style will add style to any room and design.

37: Pace Collection Black Upholstered Dining Chairs, a Set of 4 USD 500 - 800

Pace Modern Collection set of 4 ebony chairs with striped motif upholstery.

38: Mid-Century Modern Style Side or Desk Chairs- a Pair USD 600 - 1,200

Chic and very comfortable, the pair of Mid-Century Modern style chairs feature a Fine new upholstery in gray. The legs are made of
wood and hand carved.

39: Gothic Renaissance Style Oak Side Chairs - a Pair USD 300 - 500

A unique pair of early 20th century gothic renaissance side chairs featuring boldly carved paw feet and original chevron striped
upholstery in a classy beige and brown. The chairs are finely hand carved of oakwood and display classy craving details.The chairs
will add style and sophistication to your living room or study room.

40: Modern Floor Lamp With Gilded Iron Base - a Pair USD 400 - 500

This pair of Modern floor lamps features beautiful handmade shades in floral design in an elegant purple / burgundy color. The gilded
iron base is simple and chic .The pair of lamps has been recently wired. The shades are newly made.

41: French Louis XV Style Bergere or Marquis Lounge Chair by Ethan Allen, a Pair USD 800 - 1,000

A pair of plush French Louis XV style Bergere or Marquis lounge chairs by Ethan Allen. The chairs are made of solid Walnut with the
back and covered in a light Royal yellow/ cream genuine leather. The back and seat cushions are covered in a burgundy and royal
light yellow in an exquisite pattern. Both cushions are removable. The chairs frame is finely carved and featuring comfortable arms
ending in scroll designs. The chairs are large and super comfortable and has the original tags and signature of the maker/design.

42: Leather Hollywood Regency Style Moroccan/ Bergere /Armchairs- a Pair USD 1,000 - 2,000

Elegantly handcrafted detail defines this Idrisid Living Room set, which consists of two 100% leather-backed chairs crafted from
silver metal. These items have been painstakingly rendered by master artisans in the traditional filigree style to lend exquisite
opulence to any environment.
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43: Moroccan Boho Chic Brass and Multi-Color Glass Chandelier or Lantern USD 400 - 600

A 1970's handmade Moroccan brass boho chic chandelier in star shape. the chandelier is embellished with multi-color glasses. The
chandelier / lantern is not wired.

44: Hollywood Regency Granite Top on Brass Base Center Table USD 800 - 1,200

Hollywood Regency granite top on brass base center or cocktail table.This lovely square shaped Hollywood Regency center or
cocktail table features a heavy granite top in dark green, yellow and black tones. The brass base is finely hand carved with a stylish
design. This table will add sophistication to your living room.

45: Rustic Maple Wood Log Table Lamp USD 300 - 400

A one of a kind Maple wood log rustic style table lamp. The Lamp base shows natural texture and patterns and is lacquered for a
shiny look. The table Lamp will bring nature to your living space while displaying natural beauty and imperfections at the same time.

46: Organic Modern Handmade Tree Trunk Lamp USD 400 - 500

A handmade tree trunk lamp. The lamp is made of a tree pieces to represent a tree trunk. The organic environment friendly lamp
switches light colors to create a great ambiance and decorate your wall in a fun and artsy manner. The wooden part is attached to a
natural stone for an earthy and Adirondack touch.

47: Vintage French Rustic Syle Straw Wooden Bar Stool in Green Turquoise, a Pair USD 300 - 400

An exquisite pair of vintage French rustic Style straw seat bar stools , featuring a distressed green turquoise color. The stools frame
is made of wood and the handwoven straw seat is made is a nice triangles motif. The stylish stools will be a nice addition to a
country house or beach house decoration.

48: Rustic Organic Design Maple Log Wood Coffee or Cocktail Table With Glass Top USD 1,000 - 1,500

A rustic natural wood base coffee or cocktail table in an organic design fashion. This amazing table features veneered maple wood
twist logs put together in an intertwining manner to present an artistic wood sculpture as the table base and a heavy beveled
rectangular glass top. Bring nature and style to your space with this handmade unique coffee table.

49: Italian Porcelain Figural Table Lamps in the Style of Giuseppe Pellati, a Pair USD 400 - 600

A pair of large Italian figural table lamps after the talented artist Giuseppe Pellati. Each statue is 47" high of young man and woman
both hand painting a pottery vase. The large figurines or statues are mounted as lamps. The sculpting details are amazing. The
lamps comes with handmade original off-white large shades.
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50: 19th / Early 20th Century Settees / Canapes Rococo Style in Fabric - a Pair USD 4,000 - 6,000

19th / Early 20th Century Settees / Canapes or Loveseats in Rococo Style having a Fine Fabric. This is simply the finest pair of
wonderfully covered and carved oversized settees or canapes anyone could wish to fine. The detailed carvings on the lower frame
depicting a pair of cherub holding a shell form rose basket. The strong and sturdy frame having five legs in the Louis XV fashion and
a barley twist connecting undercarriage. The ebony and beige fabric very decorative with trompe l'oeil design and overstuffed
backrest and arms. The back and sides with an ebony velour. Only the finest quality covering these once in a lifetime couches. Very
comfortable with great size and style. A pair from this period having such style and flair are certainly not going to be seen anywhere
else but your home.Rococo, less commonly Roccoco or Late Baroque, is an exceptionally ornamental and theatrical style of
architecture, art and decoration which combines asymmetry, scrolling curves, gilding, white and pastel colors, sculpted molding, and
trompe l'oeil frescoes to create surprise and the illusion of motion and drama.

51: Modern Brass, Metal and Glass Coffee/Low Table USD 400 - 600

A modern coffee/low table. Brass, metal and glass. This fine Hollywood Regency style metal coffee table has hidden glass supports
on a brass and metal frame.

52: Hollywood Regency Style Moroccan Mirror in Brass and Wood Frame USD 300 - 400

A modern coffee/low table. Brass, metal and glass. This fine Hollywood Regency style metal coffee table has hidden glass supports
on a brass and metal frame.

53: A Set of 3 Modern Grey Leather Stools Over Chrome Base Frame USD 500 - 600

A set of three modern quality bar or kitchen stools. The stools seats are made of leather in a Grey neutral color and are well stitched.
The frame of the stools is made in stainless steel. Modern, elegant and minimalist, the stools will elevate any style and will
complement any colors.

54: Pair of 1940's Alabaster Table Lamps USD 200 - 300

A Pair of 1940's Hollywood Regency twisted column alabaster lamps with original sockets and adapter included.

55: Modern Aubusson Savonnerie Style Rug USD 1,000 - 1,500

A stylish modern wool rug in the style of Aubusson Savonnerie. In a light pastel green tone color, the rug depicts beautiful flowers
pattern framing the center of the rug. The center design features two vases with flowers and a ring of flowers in the middle. The rug
is in almost new condition and will add style to any room in your home or office.

56: Drexel Heritage Side Chair in Burgundy & a Upholstery, a Pair USD 200 - 300

Drexel Heritage Side Chair in Burgundy & a Fine Upholstery, a Pair An elegant pair of Drexel Heritage side chairs that will look
prefect in an office or used as desk chairs or in a living room. The pair of chairs features a fine upholstery in an excellent condition in
a glamorous red Burgundy and beige color.
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57: Glass Top and Gilt Brass and Iron Neoclassical Style Center or Coffee Table USD 500 - 700

A stunning gilt brass and iron coffee table. The table glass top having protruding brass decorations on top of a finely Vintaged metal
bass with bronze decorations and bronze claw feet. One protruding final top having slightly damaged the glass top.

58: French Art Nouveau Style Marquetry Carved Wooden End or Side Table USD 100 - 150

An elegant oval Art Nouveau style end or side table featuring fine carving details and beautiful floral marquetry motifs on the table
top. The table apron is decorated with acanthus patterns and is elevated by a cross Raised on four cabriole legs, the table
showcases a curving X-form cross-stretcher adding style and sophistication to its design.

59: Mid-Century Modern Black and White Chair USD 1,500 - 2,500

This black and white newly upholstered armchair is where you go to unwind, unplug, and relax. The arms are covered in black
leather and it features strong back, deep seat, and curved arms and elegant.

61: 1960's Smith Corona Vintage Electronic Typewriter USD 100 - 200

1960's An vintage electric typewriter by Smith Corona - SMC. The portable typewriter is easy to use and comes with its original case.

62: Crystal Bowl and Serving Cup Set, 11 Pieces USD 70 - 100

A crystal glass hand cut bowl in the manner of Waterford 10 matching cups. Perfect for serving punch or lemonade and be refreshed
in style .Dimensions:11" Diam x 7.25" H (bowl)3.25" W x 4.5" D x 2.25" H

63: Hand Painted Moroccan Ceramic Plates - Set of 8 USD 200 - 300

Exotic geometrical patterns, floral symmetry and regional symbols enhance this gorgeously handcrafted thin-style set of plates.
Burgundy on white.Dimensions:4 small plate 7.8 "4 large plate 9.8 "

64: Agfa Vintage Made in Germany Movex 88l Leather Camera Case USD 80 - 100

Agfa Vintage Made in Germany Movex 88l Leather Camera Case.

65: Stainless Steel Gold Plated Flatware Set , Made in Japan, 72 Pcs USD 100 - 150

A 1950's set of stainless steel gold plated flatware set of 72 pcs. The flatware is gold plated and is marked made of Japan.The
details of the set are the following:8 Knives8 small forks8 regular spoons2 large spoons8 dessert spoons16 napkin holders
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66: Vintage Moroccan Pottery Yellow Vase USD 300 - 400

With its intriguing cone-shaped design, absorbing rustic colors of yellow, orange and black, and an elaborately ornate pattern, this
visually potent handcrafted vintage vase is the ideal addition to any room in need of exotic elegance. The vase was handmade in the
old city of Fez.

70: Vintage Roman Figural Wall Sculpture or Bracket, a Pair USD 150 - 250

A pair of vintage Roman figural plaster wall sculptures or brackets. Each wall sculpture is finely hand carved and presents elaborated
details. The pair of Roman wall sculptures are highly decorative and will add style to your entryway or any wall space.

71: Italian Renaissance Style Wall Decorative Plaque, a Pair USD 250 - 350

A pair of Italian Renaissance style wall decorative plaques. the hexagonal shaped plaques has each a fine brass floral design on top
and bottom, two oval hand painted porcelain of a man courting a lady and in the middle one has a brass design of a winged semi
nude man holding a torch , the other one portrays a lady holding what it looks like a plant. Both plaques have a white fabric
background and are wood framed in light pink.

72: Handmade Large Ceramic Serving, Decorative or Center Table Plate, Set of 2 USD 300 - 400

Intricate and ornate arabesque motifs in mesmerizing colors define these large, gorgeous ceramic dinner plates. Handcrafted in the
bustling workshops of master artisans in the coastal city of Safi, these lovely plates can be wall-mounted as decorative art or
reserved for your favorite dish. These gorgeous, large-size ceramic dinner plates possess a truly exotic look. These plates are 100%
handmade and therefore subject to subtle imperfections that are part of the handmade process.

73: Shelley Dining Plates With Gold Trim, Set of 12 USD 400 - 600

A set of 12 Shelley dining plates with gold trim and beautiful design. each plate is stamped in the back.

74: Two Sets of Two Compatible Cactus Silk Pillow Covers USD 80 - 150

Our Cactus Silk Pillow Cases (two sets of two) soft to the touch and beautiful to behold are made from a combination of high-quality
Moroccan cotton and a fiber known as sabra a vegetable silk harvested from cacti found in the Saharan desert. The result is a
sumptuous, distinct pillow case that will add an exotic component to any room or living space. Color: Desert yellow with bands of
brown and sienna.

75: Two Sets of Two Compatible Cactus Silk Pillow Covers USD 80 - 150

Our Cactus Silk Pillow Cases (two sets of two)--soft to the touch and beautiful to behold---are made from a combination of
high-quality Moroccan cotton and a fiber known as sabra--a vegetable silk harvested from cacti found in the Saharan desert. The
result is a sumptuous, distinct pillow case that will add an exotic component to any room or living space. One pair: Coal, red and gray
with vertical stripes. Second pair: stripes of silver, blue, gray and coal
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76: Two Sets of Two Compatible Cactus Silk Pillow Covers USD 80 - 150

Our Cactus Silk Pillow Cases (set of four)--soft to the touch and beautiful to behold---are made from a combination of high-quality
Moroccan cotton and a fiber known as sabra--a vegetable silk harvested from cacti found in the Saharan desert. The result is a
sumptuous, distinct pillow case that will add an exotic component to any room or living space. First pair: A modern blend of blue,
gray, silver and black. Second pair: Alternating bands of gray, white and silver.

77: Two Pairs of Cactus Silk Pillow Cases and Matching Cactus Silk Throw USD 150 - 250

Our Safi Pillow Cases (two sets of two) and matching Safi Throw--soft to the touch and beautiful to behold---are made from a
combination of high-quality Moroccan cotton and a fiber known as sabra--a vegetable silk harvested from cacti found in the Saharan
desert. The result is a sumptuous, distinct pillow case and throw that will add an exotic component to any room or living space. This
is a set of two pairs of pillow cases with a matching Safi Throw.

78: Hand Embroidered Boho Chic Small Pillows, Set of Four USD 60 - 150

These eye-catching chic pillows will lend an air of boho chic to any living room or bedroom. Hand embroidered by master artisans
and featuring an ornate geometrical pattern, each pillow is a stylish and versatile accent piece.

79: Vintage Berber Tribal Moroccan Blanket and Matching Pair of Pillows USD 250 - 450

Beaded green Berber Moroccan blanket and matching pair of pillows This luxurious Berber white and green blanket provides a cozy
and stylish addition to any bedroom or family room. Handwoven by master artisans from 100% organic soft wool, the blanket is
extremely soft and stylish, boasting a traditional and elegant Berber design. In green and white with a gold touch.

80: Vintage Berber Moroccan Large Blanket and Matching Pair of Pillows USD 250 - 450

Red Beaded Berber Moroccan Large Blanket and Matching Pair of Pillows This luxurious Berber red blanket and pair of pillows
provide a cozy and stylish addition to any bedroom, family room. Handwoven by master artisans from 100% soft wool, the blanket is
extremely soft and stylish, boasting a traditional and elegant Berber design. In red and white, punctuated with bursts of blue.

81: Floral Moroccan Hand Embroidered Bedding Set USD 150 - 250

With floral patterns and vibrant colors, our hand-embroidered Moroccan design is stitched onto luxe cotton sateen for a lovely dash
of detail. Hand-stitched with silk on a beige cotton base, itâ€™s a linen closet essential that you can mix and match effortlessly to
refresh your look and add an exotic note to your environment.

82: Handwoven Moroccan Bedding Set with Intricate Flower Pattern USD 150 - 250

With floral patterns and vibrant colors, our hand-embroidered Moroccan design is stitched onto luxe cotton sateen for a lovely dash
of detail. Hand-stitched with silk on a beige cotton base, itâ€™s a linen closet essential that you can mix and match effortlessly to
refresh your look and add an exotic note to your environment.
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83: Moroccan White Wedding Pillow, a Pair USD 100 - 150

Hand-woven by Berber women in the Azilal region of Morocco. Made of 100% local wool and cotton. Embellished with sequins and
featuring lovely fringed edges. Featuring an elegant pattern in cream and white

84: Moroccan Wedding Pillow Case (Yellow), a Pair USD 80 - 100

Hand-woven by Berber women in the Azilal region of Morocco. Made in the Boucherouite style of recycled vintage fabrics and unique
color schemes. Embellished with sequins and featuring lovely fringed edges. Featuring a magnificent zig-zag pattern

85: Cactus Silk Vivid Pillow Cases, Set of Four USD 80 - 150

Our Cactus Silk Pillow Cases (set of four)--soft to the touch and beautiful to behold---are made from a combination of high-quality
Moroccan cotton and a fiber known as sabra--a vegetable silk harvested from cacti found in the Saharan desert. The result is a
sumptuous, distinct pillow case that will add an exotic component to any room or living space. Color: Vivid bands of orange, purple,
blue, green, pink.

86: Cactus Silk Pillow Cases, Set of Four USD 80 - 150

Our Cactus Silk Pillow Cases (set of four)--soft to the touch and beautiful to behold---are made from a combination of high-quality
Moroccan cotton and a fiber known as sabra--a vegetable silk harvested from cacti found in the Saharan desert. The result is a
sumptuous, distinct pillow case that will add an exotic component to any room or living space. Color: Red, pink, orange and gray.

87: Moroccan Wedding Pillow in Forest Green and White, a Pair USD 100 - 150

Hand-woven by Berber women in the Azilal region of Morocco. Made in the Boucherouite style of recycled vintage fabrics and unique
color schemes. Featuring a magnificent Berber geometrical pattern.

88: Moroccan Wedding Pillow (Red, Brown and White), a Pair USD 100 - 150

Hand-woven by Berber women in the Azilal region of Morocco. Made in the Boucherouite style of recycled vintage fabrics and unique
color schemes. Featuring a magnificent Berber geometrical patterns and lovely fringe work.

89: Moroccan Wedding Pillow (White), a Pair USD 80 - 150

Hand-woven by Berber women in the Azilal region of Morocco. Made in the Boucherouite style of recycled vintage fabrics and unique
color schemes. Embellished with sequins and featuring lovely fringed edgesFeaturing a magnificent multicolored zig-zag pattern.
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90: Handmade Moroccan Kilim Style Pillow with Sequins USD 150 - 200

Hand-woven by Berber women using high-quality wool in the Atlas Mountains of Morocco. Made using vintage fabrics and featuring
unique color schemes, this cushion boasts magnificent Berber geometrical patterns and lovely fringe work.

91: Moroccan Wedding Pillow (Pink), a Pair USD 80 - 150

Hand-woven by Berber women in the Azilal region of Morocco. Made in the Boucherouite style of recycled vintage fabrics and unique
color schemes. Embellished with sequins and featuring lovely fringed edgesFeaturing a magnificent multicolored zig-zag pattern.

92: Large White Moroccan Hand Embroidered Ottoman, Cushion or Pouf USD 300 - 400

A large handwoven Moroccan white ottoman, cushion or pouf in a square shape. This eye-catching ottoman or pouf will lend an air of
exotic majesty to your den or living room. Handcrafted by master artisans in the city of Fes and featuring an ornate geometrical
pattern, this ottoman / Pouf is a stylish, comfortable and versatile accent piece.

93: Moroccan Wool Rug or Carpet USD 100 - 150

Moroccan Wool Rug or Carpet in Blue and White Handwoven with Organic Wool Wonderfully wrought abstract and geometric
pattern with diamond motif, this rug is dazzling and distinctive addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this
rug and its bold, captivating pattern will never go out of style. The rug is handwoven from women artisans in the Taznacht region in
the Atlas Mountains of Morocco using the highest-quality 100% sheep's wool. The small rug features deep and vivid all-natural
vegetable dyes and mesmerizing pattern with colorful abstract and geometric designs.

95: French Victorian Aubusson Style Large Needlepoint Tapestry, Carpet or Rug USD 300 - 500

An exquisite vintage handwoven French Victorian Aubusson style floral needlepoint large tapestry, carpet or rug. The tapestry
features an intricate floral design in neutral beige, light green, pink and burgundy colors. The tapestry shows an oval shaped floral
medallion in the center surrounded with acanthus designs. Each corner has a flowers bouquet design with large acanthus motif. The
tapestry, rug or carpet will elevate the style of any room and design. Whether used on the floor as a carpet or hanged as a wall
decor, this tapestry is timeless and classy will be the a centerpiece of your room.

96: Boho Chic Boucharouite fabric Runner Rug USD 150 - 200

This Boucherouite runner rug is a unique piece handmade by women in the Atlas Mountains area. This a boho chic style piece with
humble beginnings as fabric scraps is transformed i to beautiful work of art. A fantastic and amazing piece of art for any living area!

97: Berber Rug Small USD 100 - 150

Hand-woven carpet from the Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100% sheep's wool. Featuring deep and
vivid all-natural vegetable dyes. Wonderfully absorbing panels + multicolored pattern with geometric designs. A dazzling and
distinctive addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this rug and its bold, captivating pattern will never go out
of style.
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98: Berber Rug Small with Abstract Elements on Panels USD 100 - 150

A dazzling and distinctive addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this rug and its bold, captivating pattern
will never go out of style. Hand-woven carpet from the Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100% sheep's
wool. Featuring deep and vivid all-natural vegetable dyes. Geometric patterns alternate with abstract designs elements amidst a
series of colorful panels

99: Berber Rug Handwoven Magnificent Regal Pattern in Wool USD 100 - 150

A dazzling and distinctive addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this rug and its bold, captivating pattern
will never go out of style. Hand-woven carpet from the Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100% sheep's
wool. Featuring deep and vivid all-natural vegetable dyesMagnificently regal pattern with geometric flourishes.

100: Berber Rug Small with Vivid All-Natural Dye USD 100 - 150

A dazzling and distinctive addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this rug and its bold, captivating pattern
will never go out of style. Hand-woven carpet from the Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100% sheep's
wool. Featuring deep and vivid all-natural vegetable dyes. Panels with magnificent abstract and geometric pattern.

101: Berber Rug Diamond on Deep Red Background Handwoven USD 100 - 150

A dazzling and distinctive addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this rug and its bold, captivating pattern
will never go out of style. Hand-woven carpet from the. Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100% sheep's
wool. Featuring deep and vivid all-natural vegetable dyes. Majestic red background with diamond center.

102: Berber Rug Handwoven in Morocco with Abstract Design USD 300 - 600

A stunning and sophisticated addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this rug and its exquisite, captivating
pattern will never go out of style. Hand-woven carpet from the Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100%
sheep's wool. Featuring deep and vivid all-natural vegetable dyes. Wonderfully absorbing geometric and abstract patterns alternate
with Berber designs elements.

104: Berber Medium Rug Handwoven Wool with Abstract and Geometric Elements USD 300 - 600

A stunning and sophisticated addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this rug and its exquisite, captivating
pattern will never go out of style. Hand-woven carpet from the Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100%
sheep's wool. Featuring deep and vivid all-natural vegetable dyes. Central diamond pattern w/abstract, geometrical & Berber design
elements.

105: Berber Rug Handwoven Wool with Abstract Diamond Patterns USD 300 - 600

A stunning and sophisticated addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this rug and its bold, captivating pattern
will never go out of style. Hand-woven carpet from the Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100% sheep's
wool. Featuring deep and vivid all-natural vegetable dyes. Illustrious diamond-shaped pattern w/abstract, Berber and geometrical
design elements.
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106: Berber Rug Medium with Intricate Designs Organic Dye USD 300 - 600

A stunning and sophisticated addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this rug and its bold, mesmeric pattern
will never go out of style. Hand-woven carpet from the Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100% sheep's
wool. Featuring deep and vivid all-natural vegetable dyes. Intricate interlocking patterns combine with Berber design motifs.

107: Berber Rug Multicolor Handwoven Wool with All Natural Dye USD 300 - 600

A stunning and sophisticated addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this rug and its bold, mesmeric pattern
will never go out of style. Hand-woven carpet from the Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100% sheep's
wool. Featuring deep and vivid all-natural vegetable dyes. Majestic pattern with Berber design motifs and colorful trim.

108: Berber Medium Rug Handwoven Wool with Organic Multicolor Dye USD 300 - 600

A stunning and sophisticated addition to your living room, dining room, entryway or bedroom, this rug and its bold, captivating pattern
will never go out of style. Hand-woven carpet from the Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100% sheep's
wool. Featuring deep and vivid all-natural vegetable dyes. Magnificent geometrical pattern and abstract designs.

109: Large Green Handwoven Moroccan Berber Rug 100% Wool Organic Dye USD 100 - 150

A stunning and sophisticated addition to a diverse range of living spaces including living rooms, dining rooms, foyers and bedrooms.
Hand-woven carpet from the Taznacht region of Morocco. Made using the highest-quality 100% sheep's wool. Featuring deep and
vivid all-natural vegetable dyes. Captivating minimalist pattern.

110: Jacobean Style Oak Carved Berger or Arm Chair with Red Upholstery, a Pair USD 400 - 800

A pair of classic Jacobean-style arms or Berger chairs. The chairs are hand-carved of high quality oak and show elegant geometrical
motifs. The chairs feature serpentine crest rail and turned baluster legs connected with an H stretcher. The beautiful original
upholstery has a diamond design in yellow mustard color on a Burgundy background. The pair of chairs will add elegance and style
to your interiors.

111: Antique French Needle Point Tapestry, Carpet, Rug Runner with Floral Design USD 400 - 800

An antique French Handwoven needlepoint tapestry or runner featuring a French geometrical patchwork design with a multi-colored
background and border, accented with shades of olive, ivory and crimson colors. The elegant tapestry runner will elevate the style of
any room or design.

112: Black Ranch Mink Fur Coat USD 500 - 1,000

A luxurious ranch mink long fur coat in black. The fur coat is finely handmade and is in excellent condition. This quality ranch mink
fur coat will add class and sophistication to any outfit while warming you up all winter.
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113: Boho Chic Boucharouite Fabric Runner Rug USD 150 - 250

This Boucherouite runner rug is a unique piece handmade by women in the Atlas Mountains area. This a boho chic style piece with
humble beginnings as fabric scraps is transformed into a beautiful work of art. A fantastic and amazing piece of art for any living
area.

114: French Art Nouveau Style Marquetry Carved Wooden End or Side Table USD 200 - 400

An elegant oval Art Nouveau style end or side table featuring fine carving details and beautiful floral marquetry motifs on the
tabletop. The table apron is decorated with acanthus patterns and is elevated by a cross Raised on four cabriole legs, the table
showcases a curving X-form cross-stretcher adding style and sophistication to its design. Please contact us for an exact shipping
quote.

115: Boho Chic Hand Painted Moroccan Ceramic Plates - Set of 12 USD 200 - 300

Exotic geometrical patterns, floral symmetry, and regional symbols enhance this gorgeously handcrafted thin-style set of plates.
Burgundy on white. Dimensions:4 small plates 7.8" and 4 large plates 9.8".

116: Gray Wax Tealight or Candle Holders - Set of 3 USD 150 - 250

Accentuate the decor and atmosphere of any living space indoors or out with our set of Gray Kasbah Tealight or candle Holders
handcrafted in Marrakesh. Made of high-quality wax and featuring an attractive brass geometrical pattern, these tealight holders are
the perfect accompaniment to any small candle and are made by artisans to withstand high temperatures. Big: 8" Small: 5.5".

117: Art Deco Triangle Lucite and Glass Coffee Table In the Manner of Karl Springer USD 2,000 - 3,000

A stylish and timeless Art Deco triangle glass top and Lucite coffee table in the manner of Karl Springer. . Each cylindrical corner is
made of thick Lucite in a light purple tone. The top glass is inserted and supported by the three Lucite feet/ corners. The glass top is
thick and heavy. Just an absolutely beautiful coffee table to celebrate the Art Deco style.

118: Vintage Handmade Moroccan Ceramic Large Bowl in White and Brown, a Set of Four USD 150 - 250

These stunning bowls feature an arabesque pattern and an entrancing fusion of color in white and brown handcrafted in the coastal
city of Safi in Moroccan, which is renowned for its high-quality pottery and ceramic art, they can be wall mounted to showcase their
decorative features and are ideal for serving fruit, soups or salads. Add a touch of exotic sophistication to your dining experience.

119: Vintage Moroccan Handmade Pottery Bowl, Set of Four USD 150 - 250

A set of four handmade vintage Moroccan bowls. With a wonderfully intricate and harmonious arabesque design pattern, this
handcrafted set of blue and white ceramic bowls will add an exotic touch of color and distinction to your dining experience. Perfect
for salads, desserts, soups, and side dishes or simply to decorate.
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120: Vintage Tribal Moroccan Hand Painted Large Bowls, Set of 4 USD 150 - 250

A set of 4 large vintage tribal Moroccan hand painted ceramic bowls. In a white and burgundy tone, each bowl features beautiful
floral motifs and a triangle emblem of the Berber tribes of Morocco.

121: Shelley Porcelain Art Deco Serving Set, 8 Pieces USD 300 - 500

An Art Deco Shelley serving tea time set with 8 pieces in good condition. The porcelain pieces feature beautiful flower designs.

122: 1920s Sarouk Persian Rug USD 1,500 - 2,500

A fine 1920s Sarouk Persian Carpet The Sarouk carpet features vivid deep burgundy and blue colors and intricate design.

123: 1960's Hand Painted Moroccan side table Nightstand USD 400 - 600

A vintage mid-century 1960's handprinted Moroccan nightstand or side/end table featuring Moorish designs on a blue background.

124: Art Deco Sculptural Resin Black and White Side or End Table, a Pair USD 600 - 1,200

A pair of Art Deco sculptural sides, end tables, or stools features a geometrical bulky design. The sculptural solidly made table or
stool is handcrafted of resin in a black and white striped pattern. Very stylish, the pair of tables or stools will elevate the style of any
room.

125: Art Deco Style Black and White Resin Sculptural Side, End Table or Stool USD 400 - 600

The Art Deco sculptural side, end tables, or stools features a triangle/diamond design narrowing in the middle which creates an
amazing pyramid shape. The sculptural solidly made table or stool is handcrafted of resin in a black and white striped pattern.

126: Art Deco Style Black and White Resin Side, End Table or Stool, a Pair USD 600 - 1,200

Art Deco style black and white side tables or stools featuring a striped design. The tables are made of quality resin and have a solid
and sturdy structure. The sculptural cylindric shaped tables have a round top and narrow base making them stylish and elegant. The
pair of end tables or stools will elevate the style of any room or design.
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127: Gucci Lady Shoes USD 100 - 200

Gucci Lady shoes. Size: 6.5

128: Prada Leather Lady boots USD 300 - 500

Prada Leather Lady boots in excellent condition. Boots size 35.

129: Louboutin wedge heels shoes USD 300 - 400

Louboutin wedge heels shoes size 37.

130: Art Deco Mirror USD 300 - 600

Art Deco mirror framed mirror.

131: Grey Fur jacket USD 300 - 500

Greg fur jacket, short wear style. 29" Height 18" Shoulders 15.5" Sleeve.

132: Vintage Hickory Black Lacquer Chippendale Style Dining Chairs, Set of 8 USD 1,200 - 2,500

A quality set of 8 Chippendale style dining chairs by Century Chair Company, Hickory, NY. The black lacquered chairs are very
stylish in a timeless design fashion. The chairs feature hand carved back design with an acanthus motif in the back and Chippendale
style carved legs. The upholstery shows stripe motifs in back and off-while color. Sturdy and well made, the set of 8 chairs will add
class and sophistication to your dining experience and elevate the style of any interior design rom Modern to traditional. The chairs
are labeled by the manufactured in the bottom.

133: Louis XV French Country Style Walnut and woven wicker Seat Stool, Set of 4 USD 500 - 1,000

A quality set of 4 Louis XV French country style stools made of walnut wood. The seats are made of woven wicker, The stools
feature fine wood carving and will add charm and style to your kitchen or bar area in a a stylish French country flair.
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134: French Louis XV Style Caned Chair, a Set of 4 USD 1,000 - 2,000

A set of 4 French Louis XV carved walnut side chairs featuring a caned back and seat, the former in a light tone, the latter in a darker
tone. The chairs are hand carved of quality walnut wood in a curvy design with flowers and scroll design embellishing the crest rail.
The chair's cabriole legs end in an elegant reverse scroll.Simply exquisite, the chairs will add style and sophistication to any room or
space.

135: Rustic Organic Design Maple Log Wood Side or End Table with Glass Top, a Pair USD 1,000 - 2,500

A pair of rustic natural wood base side or end tables in an organic design fashion. This amazing pair of end or side tables feature
veneered maple wood twist logs put together in an intertwining manner to present an artistic wood sculpture as the table base and a
heavy beveled square glass top. Bring nature and style to your space with this handmade unique pair of end or side tables.

136: Early 20th Century Chinoiserie Black Lacquered Japanned Nesting Tables, Set of 3 USD 500 - 1,000

Early 20th-century chinoiserie black lacquered Japanned nesting tables, set of 3. A classy set of three early 20th-century
chinoiserie-decorated japanned nesting tables. Each Table is having black lacquer japanned finish and features hand-painted gold
landscape scenes and a Bamboo form. The stack of the three tables fit neatly into one another.

137: Hollywood Regency Style Console & Mirror in Filigree Brass & Stones USD 2,500 - 5,000

A majestic handcrafted Hollywood Regency style with Moorish flair console and matching mirror made of resin and brass in blue
ornated with natural stones. The console and mirror is a wonderful creation by master artisans in a filigree design and will be the
centerpiece of any room whether is a living room, dining room, office, or entryway. The details and finish are magnificent. The table
console is completely 360-degree crafted from the front, the sides, and the back so it can also place in the center or against a wall.
Both pieces as in great condition and were recently refinished.

138: Hollywood Regency Center, Cocktail Side Table Octagonal Shape in Brass USD 1,000 - 2,500

An elegant and ennobling piece of furniture, this table is capable of enhancing any room or living space. Beautifully handcrafted
using fine white brass in filigree design, the table beautifully articulates everyday opulence. The table has a glass top.

139: Mid-Century French Provincial Louis XV Style Breakfront Cabinet USD 1,500 - 2,500

A timeless two-piece French provincial Louis XV-style breakfront cabinet. The mid-century French cabinet is finely hand-carved and
made of solid wood. Very stylish, the bottom piece features 4 large drawers, two small side drawers, and two side cabinet doors, all
embellished with original hardware and pulls. The bottom dresser piece is standing on Louis XV-style legs. the Top cabinet piece
provides shelves and two side door cabinets with additional small shelves. The cabinet doors are nicely decorated with wire mesh
inserts elevating the style of the piece. The breakfront is painted in it is original beige/gold color in an antique fashion with curves
highlighted in white. This lovely French provincial Louis XV-style cabinet will add elegance and style to your living space while
offering a lot of room for storage. It can be ideal to use in a bedroom as a dresser/ cabinet. This quality piece is made by Dixon
Powdermaker for the Orleans collection and is signed inside one of the drawers.

140: Micro Mosaic Italian Tile Wall Plaque or Table Top of a Centurion in Wood Frame USD 700 - 1,500

A palatial micro mosaic tile wall of a centurion holding his spear. The tile plaque comes in a beautifully crafted and antiquated wood
frame. The impressive precision of the tile work and the overall design make this piece unique and one of a kind. The plaque can be
also used as a tabletop.
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141: Art Deco Style Monumental Micro Mosaic Mirrored Over Clay Urn, a Pair USD 1,000 - 2,000

This pair of Art Deco style custom quality Art Deco style micro mosaic urns are palatial in size and stature. Each large and
impressive urn is made of hundreds of small mirrored parts under a clay base. The pair is 100% handmade and it is just a beautiful
example of quality craftsmanship.

142: French Style Hand Carved Frame Gilt Wood Beveled Glass Mirror USD 400 - 600

A beautiful and elegant French style mirror. In a rectangular shape, the mirror is hand carved of gilt wood and shows fine details. The
mirror features beveled glass and is sturdy. Simple and elegant, The mirror will elevate the style of any room or interior design.

143: Embroidered Red and Green Japanese Silk Ceremonial Kimono, 1940's USD 1,500 - 3,000

An early 20th century exceptional Embroidered Japanese Ceremonial Kimono featuring marvelous handmade floral patterns in vivid
colors including red, blue, and green on gold. The interior of the Kimono is padded in red. A statement piece to decorate your wall or
add to your private collection. The Kimono has been preserved well and is in very good condition.Measures: (Sleeve)-41
in.(Shoulder width)- 26 in.(Chest)- 21 in.(Length)- 72 in.(Bottom Width)- 57 in.

144: Rustic Tree trunk Shaped Table Lamp in Organic Modern Design Made of Maple Wood USD 800 - 1,000

A one of kind tree shaped rustic organic design table lamp made of maple wood. The stylish table is set on a natural stone base with
small fake plants. The table lamp's glossy finish adds shine and sophistication to the piece. A wonderful way to integrate nature into
your space design.

145: Abstract Contemporary Fiji Silk Print by Patricia Wilder, a Pair USD 1,000 - 2,000

A stunning pair of contemporary abstract Fiji Silk prints, one is titled "Vestege" and the other and "Dialogue" featuring an eye
catching colorful by the American artist Patricia Wilder (b 1941, Pittsburgh, PA). They are beautifully matted and framed in an
antiqued gold frame. The colors are vivid and eye-catching."Art is the expression of lifeâ€™s essences, and the commonplace is at
the core of it all. Photography is the vehicle through which I try to capture my own experience of connection with the ordinary world,
and convey that experience to the viewer. Using simple abstract compositional forms and lines allows the image to best translate the
essence of these subjects" Patricia Wilder.

146: Antique Louis XVI Style White Opaline Glass and Bronze Table Lamp USD 300 - 600

An antique French Louis XVI-style table lamp with white opaline glass and bronze inlay and base. The bronze base is finely carved
in a triangle shape with three crowfeet and leaves design on top holding the white opaline glass lamp body. A charming key design
under the switch adds sophistication to this elegant table lamp. Doesn't come with shade.

147: Rosenthal Continental Crown Jewel China Dining Set, 34 Pieces USD 500 - 900

A classy Rosenthal White continental crown jewel china dining set of 24 pieces. The set includes the following:7 Dinner plates10.5"
Diam x 1.25" H8 Salad Plates7.75" Diam x 0.75" H6 Small plates6" Diam x 0.75" H6 Soup bowls7.25" Diam x 1.75" H7 Tea
cups4.25" W x 5" D x 2.25" H
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148: Vintage 22 Carat Gold Trim Plate Attributed to Sabin Crest O Gold, Set of 6 USD 100 - 200

A set of 6 vintage 22 Carat Gold Trim Plates attributed to Sabin Crest O Gold . These collectible pieces will never go out of
styleDimensions: 7.25" Diam x 0.5" H

149: Hand Cut Crystal Wine/Water Glasses and Dessert Bowls, a Set 12 USD 300 - 500

A classy set of 6 hand cut crystal wine or water glasses and 6 matching dessert wine bowls or glasses. Very elegant, this set will
elevate your dining experience.Set of 6 Desert Glass BowlsDimensions: 4.25" Diam x 4" HSet of 6 Crystal Wine/Water
GlassesDimensions: 3.75" Diam x 7" H

150: Mid Century Modern nightstand, chest or cabinet USD 400 - 600

A charming and elegant Mid Century Modern nightstand, chest, or cabinet. The MCM chest features one large drawer over two door
cabinet openings to reveal one shelf for an additional storage room. The drawer has four nobs to look like four drawers. All the
hardware/nobs are original. The chest or cabinet is made of Veneered wood and shows a beautiful natural wood burl on the surface.
This MCM nightstand, cabinet, or chest is a perfect addition to any modern, or MCM style room and will complement various
designs.

151: Beach Scene Oil on Canvas Painting in Pastel Colors - 3 Pieces USD 300 - 500

A three piece oil on canvas painting depicting a serene scene of the beach painted in Pastel colors. The beach scene shows one
shell by the blue water, while the ocean and the prink sky merge. The painting is signed on one of the pieces by the artist Jo
Gregory.Dimensions: Middle - 48? H x 36? W x 1.5? DSides - 48? H x 24? W x 1.5? D

152: French Art Nouveau Bronze Figural Table Lamp, a Pair USD 1,500 - 2,500

An exquisite pair of Art Nouveau figural table lamps of two women sculptures. The table lamps are made of bronze and are
beautifully carved showing fine details. One woman is playing a musical instrument and the other is holding a box. Both bronze
sculptures are standing on a square three-dimensional base showing acanthus and floral motifs and displaying a porcelain original
plaque of a lady. The pair of lamps are classy and will add elegance to any room or space.The lamps do not come with shades.

153: Lladro Limited Edition of Lady in Love and Flowers for Goddess Woman, Retired USD 300 - 500

A set of two Lladro figurines. One is " Lady in Love" figurine #6712. The figurine is in mint condition and was issued in 2000 and
retired in 2004. The second figurine is a Lladro privilege " Flowers for a Goddess woman". The Goddess is dressed in a short fitted
white robe. The figurine is evocative of the classical Greece tradition of a woman spreading the flowers she has gathered in her
dress as a traditional offering to the Olympian gods.

154: Organic Modern Design Maple Wood Table Lamps, a Pair USD 800 - 1,500

An exquisite handmade pair of organic modern design table lamps. Hand carved of high quality maple wood logs, the table lamps
feature an original natural burl with a shiny lacquer finish. the rustic table lamps are highly decorative and would add charm and style
to any space.
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155: Monumental Organic Modern Maple Wood Floor Lamp USD 2,000 - 3,000

A monumental modern organic floor lamp made of lacquered maple wood logs in a twisted shape. With a rustic and elegant design,
this one of a kind large floor lamp will bring nature and the organic touch to your living space while lighting up your room.

156: Chippendale Queen Ann Style Carved Wood Coffee or Cocktail Table USD 600 - 1,200

An elegant Chippendale Queen Ann style coffee or cocktail table. The table is finely carved showing beautiful scrolls and leaves
designs and is raised by four cabriole legs with an acanthus leaf and scroll design terminating on ball and claw foot. The table top
has a beveled brown tinted glass framed with burl wood adding style to the table. The chic table will elevate the style of any room or
design.

157: Mid-Century Modern Greek Key Design All Mirrored Bar USD 1,500 - 2,500

A simply stunning Mid-Century Modern Greek key design all mirrored bar or serving station. This fine hard to find bar or serving table
depicts the Hollywood Regency era at its finest time. The Greek gold key design is timeless in style as this flip top cabinet opens to
an interior all mirrored bar opening with two large doors leading to storage as well as drawer space on a mirrored bracket base. The
flip top has a flip out serving tray on the inside to make this small and compact unit open to serve as many as it may need to.

158: A French Louis XVI Empire Style Bronze and Crystal Chandelier USD 6,000 - 8,000

A rare bronze and crystal French Louis XVI Empire style chandelier with 8 arms supported by a bronze ring and beaded crystal
strands in a dome form top converging on a bottom finial and extending to the top. The chandelier features 8 sturdy candle holders
and a festoon design. The craftsmanship and design of the chandelier are timeless.The chandelier has been recently rewired and is
ready to be installed Bulbs: 18 total: two candelabra bulbs in top / 6 standard bulbs inside / 8 candelabra bulbs arms

159: Rare Large Louis XVI Empire Style Bronze and Crystal Chandelier USD 8,000 - 10,000

A magnificent large rare Louis XVI style bronze and crystal chandelier with 16 arms/candelabras and electrified inside with 7
candelabra light sources.The basket shaped chandelier features multiple crystal strands and a bronze band in an elegant pattern.
The graduated beaded garlands unite the crown to the bonze central band leading to a hemispherical basket of fine octagonal crystal
beads all centered and ending with a large crystal ball.16 Candelabras, 7 inside

160: French Louis XV Bombe Marble Top Bronze Mounted Marquetry Chest or Commode USD 1,000 - 2,000

An exquisite fine Louis XV green shaped marble top two-drawer bombe chest or commode. The commode offers two dovetail fitted
drawers and features beautiful marquetry inlaid curved case with geometrical patterns. The bombe commode is ornate with foliate
bronze handles and mounts and rising on cabriole legs embellished with bronze sabots. An elegant and opulent addition to any
space design.

161: Mid-Century Campaign Style Mahogany Flip Top Dry Bar Cabinet Server or Chest USD 800 - 1,500

A stylish Mid-Century campaign style rolling dry bar cabinet server or chest. The functional and mobile dry bar or cabinet server has
two unfolding extensions, converting to a serving bar with a painted black top and standing on wheels so it can be easily moved in
your space. Made of high quality Mahogany wood, the dry bar serving cabinet is solid and embellished with fine wood grain and burls
as well as original brass shell hardware pulls. The cabinet features shelves for optimal barware storage. A lock has been installed,
however, the key is not available. This dry bar/server cabinet is ideal for a home, apartment or office.Bar with the top folded: 36"
W18" D 30"HBar unfolded: 54" W 18" D 30"HExtension: 13.5" W by 18" L
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162: Art Deco Lacquered Off-White and Black Nightstand with Mirrored Door, a Pair USD 1,000 - 2,000

A timeless pair of Art Deco lacquered off-white and black nightstands or side tables with brass frames and original brass knobs. The
doors are mirrored which makes this pair of nightstands very stylish. Some scratch to the surface but overall in good condition

163: Mid-Century Modern Two-Tier Bar or Tea Serving Cart USD 600 - 800

An elegant mid-century modern two-tier bar or tea serving cart. The cart features large carriage style wheels, two glass shelves, and
a free-wheeling round ball front caster. This Mid-Century Modern serving cart will add class and sophistication to your living room
and can be effortlessly moved around your home or space. A lovely addition to your living room, bar area, office, or anywhere where
drinks or tea are about to be served.

164: Antique 19th Century Early American Oak Secretary Desk USD 1,000 - 1,500

An early American 19th Century solid wood construction secretary desk made of oak. The secretary desk features a slanted drop
writing top, opening to reveal multiple open slots and one small drawer in the middle.The bottom piece offers one large drawer and
two small side drawers with original hardware made of brass with a turtle-back design as well as one door cabinet. The secretary's
desk is standing on four original wheel casters and is decorated with a swan neck broken-scroll pediment on top.

165: Jacobean Style Flame Mahogany Secretary Desk by Bloomingdales USD 1,500 - 2,500

A 1970's Jacobean Spanish colonial style drop-lid slant front desk made of quality flame mahogany with upper double side door
cabinets. Featuring a solid mahogany construction with a beautiful flame veneer, the desk offers multiple open
compartments/pigeonholes, one small door cabinet, and one drawer in the middle as well as one lower large drawer. The Jacobean
desk is raised on four beautifully hand carved twist legs and is decorated with floral shaped original brass hardware knobs.The
Bottom drawer is marked Bloomingdales New York on the side.

166: Pace by Directional Leon Rosen Style Mid-Century Modern Swivel Chairs - a Pair USD 2,000 - 4,000

Pair of pace by Directional Leon Rosen style swivel lounge chairs. Told by the past owner that this Fine pair of swivel armchairs were
purchased by pace and are by Leon Rosen however, we can not find any labels other than the Directional label attached to the
bottom of each seat. The finely upholstered pair of chairs are simply breathtaking and both move fluently and easily. The pair was
covered in ebony and gray beige tweed fabric.

167: Vintage Moroccan Handmade Pottery Bowl, Set of Four USD 75 - 150

A set of four handmade vintage Moroccan bowls. With a wonderfully intricate and harmonious arabesque design pattern, this
handcrafted set of blue and white ceramic bowls will add an exotic touch of color and distinction to your dining experience. Perfect
for salads, desserts, soups, and side dishes or simply to decorate.

168: Art Deco Style Large Crystal Chandelier in the Manner of Waterford USD 3,000 - 6,000

A stunning large crystal chandelier in the manner of Waterford. The chandelier features 10 arms and takes 10 candelabra bulbs. The
finely cut crystal prisms hang from a double bobeche candle drip. This chandelier will undoubtedly add class and sophistication to
your room while lighting your space and your heart.10 Arms10 Candelabra bulbs
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169: Directoire Style French Hand Carved Gilded Patinated Frame Wall or Table Mirror USD 300 - 500

A lovely Directoire style French wall or table mirror. The Frame is finely carved and made of giltwood with a patinated off-white
design. The mirror glass is beveled and the overall style of the mirror is timeless and will elevate the design of any room.

170: French Provincial Hand Painted Cabinet USD 500 - 700

French Provincial Hand Painted Cabinet featuring beautiful floral design on an off white color.

171: Antique French Tall Pier Armoire USD 700 - 1,500

Antique French one door tall pier armoire with an oval mirror over three small drawers
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